Camp BUILD 2016 Teacher Recommendation Form

Texas A&M | Civil Engineering | Summer 2016 | Engineering Summer Camp

Due: 1 May 2016

For ____________________________ (fill in applicant’s name)

This form must be completed by the student’s current high school math or science teacher.

1  This student works well with others and contributes in group situations.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

2  This student is a leader in group activities.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

3  This student requires little or no supervision when working on assignments.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

4  This student is self-motivated and will go beyond what is expected for an assignment.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

5  This student follows directions well and needs little assistance completing assignments.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

6  This student is quiet and attentive in class.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

7  This student completes assignments and turns them in on time.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

8  This student’s maturity level exceeds that of his / her classmates.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

9  This student shows genuine interest and ability in science and mathematics.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

10 This student shows genuine interest and ability in an engineering discipline.
   [ ] Always   [ ] Frequently   [ ] Sometimes   [ ] Occasionally   [ ] Never

Please check one of the responses below which describes your position:
   [ ] Math Instructor   [ ] Science Instructor   [ ] Other (please specify)

A recommendation letter may be attached to this form as to better represent the student.

______________________________________________
Printed Name

______________________________________________
Signature / date

Postal Mail or Email to:
Crystal Faust * Texas A&M Zachry Department of Civil Engineering * 979-458-8216 * cfaust@tamu.edu
Mail Stop 3136 College Station, TX 77843-3136